**Professional Development**

- Certified Employee Assistance Professional (CEAP®) certification is the only professional credential denoting mastery of the EAP body of knowledge and commitment to the ethical standards necessary for effective EA practice.
- The Employee Assistance Specialist - Clinical (EAS-C) certificate is a foundational training course to assist EAP affiliate network providers function more effectively.
- The EAPA Conference & EXPO is the most intensive and comprehensive learning experience dedicated to the growth of the EAP. Featuring pre-conference training courses, cutting edge keynotes, and breakout presentations to keep you informed about trends and developments in the EA profession worldwide.
- EAP Career Central - the only employee assistance focused online job bank connects EA professionals and employers around the world.
- Webinars and live online courses on topics of current significance to EA professionals including CEAP exam preparation and certification-required ethics courses.

**Professional Resources**

- Quarterly subscriptions to the *Journal of Employee Assistance*, the world’s only journal exclusively devoted to EAP content.
- Automatic subscription to the *EAP NewsBrief*, a weekly e-newsletter featuring a digest of articles of interest to EA professionals.
- Exclusive access to the *Annotated Bibliography of EA* research articles, a comprehensive bibliography of all EAP-related research articles published since 2000, including outcome statistics and return-on-investment (ROI) studies.
- CANNABIS@WORK: Employee Assistance Professionals Tool Kit is a resource intended to give EA professionals information about this complex topic so that they can assist their companies and clients.
- EAPA endorsed professional and business liability insurance - an affordable professional liability and business office insurance to protect you in the broad range of settings in which EA professionals practice.

**Networking**

- The EAPA Conference & EXPO is one of the best ways to meet and network with other EA professionals. This annual event brings together EA leaders from around the globe to share their knowledge and experience.
- Exclusive access to EAPA’s online member directories, allowing members to locate and network with colleagues wherever and whenever you need to.
- EAPA Chapters within the USA and Branches around the globe provide a large and diverse network of opportunities for professional networking, continuing education, and peer-to-peer engagement.
- Follow EAPA on LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter for opportunities to interact with other members, share information, ask questions, and discuss topics that affect your work and life.

**Discounts**

- Annual EAPA Conference & EXPO plus a discount on most pre-conference training courses.
- EAPA Conference On Demand unlimited access pack.
- CEAP® Certification fees and CEAP® Prep Course.
- Professional Liability and Business Office insurance coverage with Trust Risk Management Services - an EAPA endorsed provider.
- Employee Assistance Specialist-Clinical (EAS-C) course and SAP qualifying exam.
- EAPA webinars and online courses on topics of current significance to EA professionals.
- Discounts on other professional EA resources and publication.